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Dynamics of DNA Replication in Mammalian Somatic
Cells: Nucleotide Pool Modulates Origin
Choice and Interorigin Spacing
in the chromosomes and, in the latter case, how the
efficiency and timing of activation are established re-
main poorly understood.
Existing data suggest that the average frequency of
initiation at yeast origins is influenced both by local
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chromatin structure (Stevenson and Gottschling, 1999;75248 Paris
Pasero et al., 2002) and by the distance and timing ofFrance
activation of neighboring origins (Brewer and Fangman,2 Institut Pasteur
1994; Marahrens and Stillman, 1994; Santocanale et al.,Genomes Stability Unit
1999; Vujcic et al., 1999). In multicellular organisms, the25 rue du Dr. Roux
average frequency of initiation events along the chromo-75724 Paris
somes seems to be developmentally regulated. FiringFrance
at random and closely spaced sites was repeatedly ob-
served in cells of Drosophila and Xenopus early em-
bryos, in which S phase is very short. A developmental
switch occurs around the midblastula transition that co-Summary
incides with heavy remodeling of chromatin structure,
transcription competence, and selection of preferredSelection of active origins and regulation of interorigin
initiation sites (Hyrien et al., 1995; Sasaki et al., 1999).spacing are poorly understood in mammalian cells.
It has been proposed that the need to fulfill specificUsing tricolor analysis of combed DNA molecules, we
requirements that results from cell diversification maystudied an amplified locus containing the known ori-
have led high eukaryotes to develop strong epigeneticgin, oriGNAI3. We visualized replication firing events
controls over replication initiation rather than to con-at this and other discrete regions and established a
serve specific replicator sequences (Mechali, 2001). Instrict correlation between AT richness and initiation
good agreement with this hypothesis, cis-acting se-sites. We found that oriGNAI3 is the prominent origin
quences found at cloned origins of mammalian cellsof the domain, the firing of which correlates with si-
share very few similarities (Gilbert, 2001). In somaticlencing of neighboring sites and establishes large in-
mammalian cells, the size of specific initiation regionsterorigin distances. We demonstrate that cells revers-
appears to be highly variable from locus to locus in theibly respond to a reduction in nucleotide availability
same cells, as exemplified by the study of the DHFRby slowing the rate of replication fork progression;
and GNAI3 regions in CHO cells (Kobayashi et al., 1998;in addition, the efficiency of initiation at oriGNAI3 is
Svetlova et al., 2001; Dijkwel et al., 2002). Such differ-lowered while other normally dormant origins in the
ences were also observed for orthologous loci in cellsregion are activated, which results in an overall in-
of different species (Aladjem et al., 1998, 2002). Interest-crease in the density of initiation events. Thus, nucleo-
ingly, at least in one case, the starting site of replicationtide pools are involved in the specification of active
has been determined at the nucleotide level (Abdurashi-origins, which in turn defines their density along chro-
dova et al., 2000). A series of elegant experiments sug-mosomes.
gested that origins are determined when the cells pass
through a particular step called ODP (origin decisionIntroduction
point) taking place during the G1 phase of the cell cycle
before the restriction point (Wu and Gilbert, 1996; Okuno
In eukaryotes, DNA replication starts at multiple sites
et al., 2001). Whether specific sequence motifs contrib-
distributed throughout the chromosomes. In yeast, spe- ute to such commitment of potential sites to functional
cific cis-acting sequences named ARS drive autono- origin is still unclear.
mous replication of plasmids. Most ARS, but not all of We have a longstanding interest in the study of a
them, function as replication origins in the chromo- specific chromosome subregion, amplified in Chinese
somes. Interestingly, in S. cerevisiae, some origins re- hamster cells selected for resistance to coformycin, an
main silent even though a prereplication complex (pre- inhibitor of adenylate deaminase2 (AMPD2). Some mu-
RC) is normally assembled at their level (Santocanale tant lines, recovered after three steps of selection for
and Diffley, 1996). Trans-acting factors involved in repli- resistance to increasing drug concentration, display
cation initiation appear highly conserved from yeast to more than one hundred copies of a polygenic locus that
mammalian cells (Bogan et al., 2000; Bell and Dutta, contains the selected gene (Baron et al., 1996). Taking
2002), and the number of chromosomal loci at which a advantage of this amplification, we previously detected
pre-RC is assembled seems to exceed the number of by 2D gel analysis a region of replication initiation span-
sites at which initiation events occur in all eukaryotes ning some 1.7 kb, named oriGNAI3. Using the competi-
studied so far (Walter and Newport, 1997; Okuno et al., tive PCR technique, we confirmed and refined the origin
2001). Despite the large amount of available information, mapping in a narrower zone of about 300 bp (Toledo et
how origins are committed to become dormant or active al., 1998). OriGNAI3 was also identified in nonamplified
CHO cells by using the leading strand polarity mapping
technique (Svetlova et al., 2001), suggesting that ampli-*Correspondence: michelle.debatisse@curie.fr
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fication does not perturb origin selection within the
AMPD2 locus, as previously shown for the DHFR locus
in CHO and in amplified CHOC 400 cells (Dijkwel et al.,
1991).
The “Dynamic Molecular Combing” procedure (Mi-
chalet et al., 1997), that permits an analysis of individual
DNA molecules, was recently adapted to the study of
replication dynamics (Herrick and Bensimon, 1999; Her-
rick et al., 2000). This powerful approach was since used
to analyze replication at the genome-wide level (Len-
gronne et al., 2001; Marheineke and Hyrien, 2001; De-
vault et al., 2002; Lengronne and Schwob, 2002; Herrick
et al., 2002) and within specific loci (Norio and Schild-
kraut, 2001; Pasero et al., 2002). In all cases, information
gained at the level of single DNA molecules proved to
be of special interest.
Here, we use this approach to further study the repli-
cation pattern of the AMPD2 region in lines 422, 474,
and 471, three highly amplified mutant lines. In lines 422
and 471, more than 80% of the initiation events observed
within the locus occur at oriGNAI3, the remaining events
being scattered at a few other sites. In cells of line 474,
oriGNAI3 fires far less frequently while a new efficient
origin, which we called oriA, is unmasked. Moreover, Figure 1. Lineage of Mutants Amplified for the AMPD2 Gene and
replication forks travel slowly within the locus as well Organization of the Repeats
as in the whole genome in this line. We show that this (A) Cell lines 422, 471, and 474 were derived from GMA32 cells by
stepwise selection with increasing concentrations of coformycin.particular pattern of replication is readily reversed when
(B) A physical map of the amplified locus, with the genes andfork rate increases upon addition of DNA precursors
oriGNAI3, and the localization of the cosmids used for FISH experi-to the culture medium. We also show that nucleotide
ments (gray boxes below the maps) are shown. Note that in cellsstarvation induced by HU treatment silences oriGNAI3
422 (above), the map is similar to that of parental GMA32 cells, while
and unmasks oriA in lines 422 and 471. Altogether, our a large palindrome formed in cells 47 was reamplified in cells 471
observations indicate that, directly or indirectly, nucleo- and 474 (below).
tide supply modulates efficiency of active origins and
controls activation of dormant origins. This shows that in
mammalian cells, as in yeast models, not all the potential ure 2A. We studied 37 fibers positive with FISH (red)
replication origins fire during S phase and suggests that and with replication-specific labeling. These fibers were
the efficiency of some origins relies more on nucleotide aligned by their red signals, in particular by the borders
availability and/or fork progression rate than on specific of the internal 32.8 kb gap separating the probes (Figure
cis-sequences. Interestingly, the initiation sites identi- 2B). Initiation events were observed on 33 out of these
fied within the sequenced part of the domain lie in in- 37 fibers (Figure 2C, Table 1). Firing in a region located
tergenic regions and precisely co-map with previously 1.5  0.7 kb ( SEM, standard error of the mean) down-
identified AT rich matrix attachment regions (MARs) stream of the 3 end of the GNAI3 gene was present on
(Fernandez et al., 1997). 24 fibers (fibers 1–5). This corresponds precisely to the
previously determined position of oriGNAI3 (see below).
Initiation events were occasionally observed at otherResults
loci, which we called oriE (fibers 6, 7), oriB (fiber 8), and
oriF (fibers 9, 10). Within the limits of precision of theReplication Pattern in Cells 422
Families of mutants amplified for the AMPD2 gene were mapping technique, oriE was mapped 53.5  0.9 kb
upstream of the 3 end of the GNAI3 gene. All other sitesderived from GMA32 cells by stepwise selection in the
presence of increasing concentrations of coformycin identified in this study lie downstream of the GNAI3
gene. Their precise locations relative to the 3 end of(Figure 1A) (Debatisse et al., 1982). Figure 1B shows the
physical map of the locus that contains oriGNAI3 and that gene and their relative efficiencies are presented
in Table 1. Among the four molecules showing a firingencompasses several genes. We first studied the repli-
cation pattern of cells 422, which contains about 100 event at oriF, three also displayed initiation at oriGNAI3
(fiber10). These three fibers were the only examples ofnonrearranged copies of the AMPD2 locus per cell.
Exponentially growing cells, the S phase of which lasts double initiation within the locus in cell line 422; notice-
ably, the two origins are separated by about 130 kb (seesome 6–7 hr, were sequentially pulse-labeled with IdU
and CldU for 20 min each. DNA was combed and hybrid- below and Table 2).
A few elongating forks were visualized in the locus,ized with biotinylated cosmid probes specific to the
AMPD2 region (Figure 1B). Tricolor detection of biotin, suggesting that the AMPD2 region is passively repli-
cated at a frequency of about 9% (fiber 12). Alternatively,IdU, and CldU was performed as described in the Experi-
mental Procedures section. A scheme of the patterns since breakage of the DNA fibers occurring outside the
region covered by the FISH probes escapes detection,expected from bidirectional replication is shown in Fig-
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isolated replication forks could also correspond to firing
events at oriF or oriE on broken fibers. Finally, two termi-
nation events were visualized toward the right end of
the cloned region (fiber 11). Our results also show that
the replication forks do not progress at an identical rate
in the AMPD2 region on different fibers (compare the
green signal of fibers 9 and 10, for example), which could
reflect cell to cell and/or repeat to repeat heterogeneity.
On the contrary, forks appear to travel at relatively simi-
lar rates within individual fibers.
Replication Patterns in Cells 474
Cells of line 474 (Figure 1A) contain about 100 copies
of a large palindrome that excluded the 5 portion of the
GNAI3 gene from the repeats (Hyrien et al., 1988). The
rearrangement positioned two copies of oriGNAI3 at a
distance of about 10–12 kb (Figure 1B). Previous analy-
sis has shown that oriGNAI3 remains active in these
cells (Toledo et al., 1999). The availability of a technique
to analyze individual DNA molecules allowed us to deter-
mine whether the two closely positioned copies of
oriGNAI3 fire simultaneously and whether the overall
replication pattern in the AMPD2 region is similar in the
different cell lines and in the two arms of the palindrome.
DNA fibers were hybridized with cosmid probes as
indicated (Figure 1B). We analyzed 72 molecules in which
fluorescent DNA tracks were detected in the AMPD2
region (Figure 3A). Fibers were aligned relative to the
FISH signal, paying special attention to the borders of
the 51 kb-long internal gap that contains the two copies
of oriGNAI3. Fifty-five fibers displayed initiation events
(Figure 3B), 13 of them occurred at oriGNAI3 (fibers 1–4).
Remarkably, only one of the two closely spaced copies
fired on a same fiber (fiber 1, 2). Initiation also occurred
at oriB and oriF (fiber 7, 8), as previously observed in
cells 422. Moreover, 14, 6, and 4 initiation events were
respectively detected at loci called oriA (fibers 5–8), oriC
(fiber 9), and oriD, which were not previously identified.
Interestingly, firing at oriA represents more than 25% of
the initiation events observed in this experiment (Table 1).
Simultaneous firing at oriA on each arm of the palin-
drome, or at both oriA and nearby oriGNAI3, was not
observed on the same fiber. However, double initiation
events were present on nine individual fibers (12.5%)
(Table 2, 474). Two of them exhibited simultaneous acti-
vation of oriGNAI3 and oriF, a situation already observed
in cells 422. The remaining double events, which appear
specific to cells 474, occurred at relatively close origins
Figure 2. OriGNAI3 Is the Prominent Initiation Site of the AMPD2 (50–70 kb) but only on those fibers where oriGNAI3 did
Region in Cells 422 not fire. They were found on about 17% of these fibers
(A) Schematic replication patterns expected on combed molecules. (7/42). Examples are shown in Figure 3A: oriA and oriB
DNA from asynchronous cells was sequentially labeled with IdU (fiber 7), oriA and oriF (fiber 8), oriC and oriD (fiber 9).
and CldU. Five representative replication patterns are shown. Black Altogether, our results suggest that firing at oriGNAI3,
lines: DNA fibers; blue and green boxes: IdU and CldU tracks; empty
directly or not, induces silencing of initiation sites in aboxes: replicated unlabeled DNA. The patterns depend on when an
large part of the domain.origin fires (1, 2, 3) or replication forks merge (4, 5) relative to the
Forks merging at termination points (fibers 7–11) werelabeling period, considering that replication is bidirectional.
(B) Fibers from cells 422 with labeled newly synthesized DNA, IdU observed more frequently than in cell line 422, especially
(blue) and CldU (green), and hybridized with probes specific to the at a site of preferential termination colocalized with initi-
AMPD2 region (red). Fibers were aligned by their red signals. To
better visualize the replication signals, green and blue tracks are
sometimes shown below the corresponding tricolor paintings (fibers
5, 8, 11, 12). Examples of initiation events (fibers 1–10) at oriGNAI3 (C) Localization and number (one dot per event) of initiation or termi-
(fibers 1–5, 10), oriE (fibers 6, 7), oriB (fiber 8), and oriF (fibers 9, nation events along the AMPD2 region, the map is aligned relative
10); termination event (fiber 11); elongating fork (fiber 12). to the fibers shown in (B).
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Table 1. Localization and Frequency of Initiation Events in the Portion of the AMPD2 Locus, which Is Common to the Three Cell Lines
Origins
Fibers Hybridization
Cell Line (n) oriGNAI3 oriC oriB oriA oriD oriF Gap (kb)
422 37 kb 1.5  0.7 33.8* 129.2  1
% 82.8 0 3.5 0 0 13.8 33.2  0.7
471 26 kb 1.8  0.6 32.9  1 128  1.7
% 81 0 9.6 0 0 9.5 50.7  0.7
474 72 kb 1.5  0.7 17.6  0.2 34  0.6 56.6  0.9 86.7  1.9 129.4  2.2
% 23.6 10.9 14.6 25.5 7.3 18.2 51.1  0.4
474 AU 37 kb 1.7  0.7 17.7* 33.9  0.8 58.9* 129.2  1.6
% 66.7 3.7 7.4 3.7 0 18.5 50.9  0.6
422 HU 43 kb 1.2  0.5 17.7  0.3 35  0.4 55.2  0.6 86.2  2.6 129  1.2
% 6.1 15.2 15.2 21.2 12.1 30.3 32.7  0.3
471 HU 49 kb 1.7  0.3 18  0.3 34.5  0.5 56  1.4 87.5  1.4 128.8  1.4
% 14.9 17 12.8 25.5 14.9 14.9 51  0.3
Distance in kb is expressed as an average value  SEM. Map position of the origins is calculated from the 3 end of the GNAI3 gene.
%: frequency of firing with respect to the total number of initiation events in the common portion of the AMPD2 locus; * one event only.
HU, hydroxyurea treatment; AU, medium supplemented with adenine and uridine.
ation site B (fibers 8, 10, 11). This relative abundance served in cells 474, were not found in cells 471. Alto-
of termination events is in good agreement with the gether, the initiation pattern disclosed in the amplified
frequent observation of initiation event(s) and inward palindrome of these cells (Figure 3D) strongly resembles
traveling forks on the same fiber (fiber 2, 9), which often the one observed in the nonrearranged repeats of cells
give rise to complex replication patterns. 422 (Figure 2C), which indicates that the rearrangement
is not responsible for the specific replication pattern
found in cells 474 (Figure 3B).The Rearrangement Is Not Responsible
for the Replication Pattern of Cells 474
To determine whether the replication pattern of cells
Replication Forks Travel Slowly in Cells 474474, more specifically the reduced activity of oriGNAI3
The combing technique also permitted us to calculateand appearance of oriA, rely on the DNA structure cre-
the speed at which the forks move by measuring theated by the rearrangement, we analyzed cells of line
size of the labeled tracks. As shown above, the analysis471. This third step mutant was also derived from line
of individual fibers indicates that the forks travel across47, the second step mutant in which the palindrome
the amplified domain at different speeds in the samewas initially formed (Figure 1A). This palindrome was
cell line. However, the average speed was much lowerpreferentially reamplified in all derivatives of line 47,
in cells 474 (612 bp/min) than in cells 422 and 471 (1522although the reasons for this are unclear. We analyzed
26 fibers in which newly synthesized DNA was visible and 1273 bp/min, respectively). In order to determine
in the AMPD2 region (Figure 3C). Passive replication of whether this feature was limited to the AMPD2 region,
the locus by elongating forks was visualized infrequently we estimated the mean fork speed progression in the
(fiber 9). Seventeen fibers displayed activation at total genome of each cell line by measuring more than
oriGNAI3 (fibers 1–6), two at site oriB (fiber 7), and two 100 tracks containing both IdU and CldU signals. To
at site oriF (fiber 8) (summarized in Figure 3D; Table 1). avoid bias that could result from the counting of signals
Remarkably, we observed neither initiation events at arising from broken fibers or from labeling shorter than
oriA nor double initiation events on individual fibers (Ta- 20 min, we focused on passive forks with IdU and CldU
ble 2). Complex replication patterns, such as those ob- signals of similar length, and on the external tracks of
initiation and termination events of similar length. We
observed that fork speed progression was variable in
Table 2. Double Initiation Events on a Same DNA Fiber each line (Figure 4A), as previously shown by others
(Housman and Huberman, 1975; Collins, 1978). Again,Origins
the mean rate of fork progression was different in cells
Cell Line GNAI3–F A–F Others  Fibers (n) 422 and 471 (1285 and 1287 bp/min, respectively) and
in cells 474 (622 bp/min). However, all three cell lines422 3 — — 3 37
471 — — — 0 26 had comparable doubling times (18 hr; not shown)
474 AU 1 — — 1 37 and, as revealed by FACS analysis of BrdU-labeled cells,
Total 4 — — 4 100 also displayed similar lengths for S phase (Figure 4B
and data not shown). Hence, our results suggest that474 2 2 5 9 72
reduced efficiency of initiation at certain origins and422 HU — 1 5 6 43
471 HU 1 — 6 7 49 slow fork progression in cells 474 are compensated for
by activation of additional otherwise silent origins, whichTotal 3 3 16 22 164
gives rise to the initiation pattern of increased complex-
HU, hydroxyurea treatment; AU, adenine and uridine.
ity described above.
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Origin Usage in Cell Line 474 Correlates
with Fork Progression Rate
In order to verify whether origin density depends on fork
progression rate, we searched for growth conditions
that could modulate the average speed of replication
forks. Previous studies have demonstrated that fork
movement is largely determined by the size of the
nucleotide pools and can be accelerated upon exoge-
nous supply of DNA precursors (Zannis-Hadjopoulos
et al., 1980; Malinsky et al., 2001). Thus, before pulse
labeling with IdU and CldU, we grew cells 474 for 48 hr
in medium supplemented with different combinations
of precursors. Analysis of combed DNA revealed that
the average fork speed increased markedly (mean rate:
1466 bp/min) in cells grown in the presence of adenine
and uridine (AU) (Figure 4A), while the doubling time
(not shown) and S phase duration (Figure 4B) remained
unchanged.
Focusing on the AMPD2 locus, we analyzed 37 fibers
that were labeled by FISH and contained replication
signals (Supplemental Figure S1 at http://www.cell.com/
cgi/content/full/114/3/385/DC1). Like in the whole ge-
nome, the average fork speed increased in the AMPD2
region (mean rate: 1832 bp/min). Strikingly, while initia-
tion events at oriGNAI3 were observed on 18 fibers
(about 67%), oriA or oriC fired only once. Initiation at
oriB and oriF was respectively observed on two (7.4%)
and five (18.5%) fibers (Table 1, 474 AU). Simultaneous
initiation events on the same fiber were observed once,
noteworthy at oriGNAI3 and oriF (Table 2). Hence, the
density of active origins and origin usage in the AMPD2
region appear similar in the different cell lines when
forks proceed at comparable rates.
In order to determine the density of active origins
at the genome wide level, we counted the number of
replication forks traveling along DNA fibers visualized
by using anti-DNA antibodies. We focused on 200 to
300 kb-long molecules and summed the results of 40–50
fibers for each experiment. Indeed, the number of forks
traveling along a given length of DNA directly reflects
the frequency of initiation events. In cells 471, we de-
tected 58 forks within a total of 8.3 Mb analyzed. Strik-
ingly, the density of forks was about two times higher
in cells 474 grown in regular medium (167 forks per
12.6 Mb) and decreased markedly in cells grown in the
presence of AU (73 forks per 12 Mb). Moreover, we
observed multiple close initiation events along the DNA
fibers specifically in the DNA of cells 474 grown in normal
medium (Figure 4C). These results highlight the role of
fork progression speed and/or nucleotide availability in
the selection of active origins.Figure 3. Replication Pattern in Cells 474 and 471 Grown in Regular
Medium
Nucleotide Pools Modulate Origin ChoiceDNA fibers aligned by their red signals are presented; replication-
In order to confirm that nucleotide availability alters thespecific tracks are sometimes shown below the corresponding tri-
color paintings, as in Figure 2. pattern of replication initiation, asynchronous cells of
(A) Fibers from cells 474. Initiation events (fibers 1-9) at oriGNAI3 lines 422 and 471 were challenged with hydroxyurea
(fibers 1–4), oriB (fiber 7), and oriF (fiber 8) and at novel sites oriA
(fibers 5–8), oriC, and oriD (fiber 9); termination events and elongat-
ing forks (fibers 7–12) are shown. Note that in fibers 1 and 2, initiation
occurs at only one of the two copies of oriGNAI3 and that the
respect to the fibers shown above.
average fork speed is lower than in cells 422.
(C) Fibers from cells 471. Initiation events (fibers 1–8) at oriGNAI3
(B) Localization and number of initiation and termination events
(fibers 1–6), oriB (fiber 7), oriF (fiber 8), and elongating fork (fiber 9).
along the AMPD2 region in cells 474. For simplicity, the events are
The average fork speed resembles the one found in cells 422.
reported on one arm of the palindrome. The map is aligned with
(D) Events observed in cells 471, as in (B).
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Figure 4. Fork Progression Rate and Cell Cycle Analysis in the Different Cell Lines and/or Different Growth Conditions
(A) Histograms showing the percentage of fibers (on the y axis) presenting a given replication rate (bp/min, on the x axis) calculated by
measuring blue and green tracks in the total genome. 474 AU: cells 474 grown in AU-containing medium.
(B) FACS analysis of BrdU-labeled cells. 422 HU: cells 422 grown in presence of HU; y axis: BrdU content, x axis: DNA content. The three
main groups of dots correspond to cells in G1 (lower left), S (upper middle), and G2/M (lower right). The numbers below the dot plots correspond
to the percentage of cells found in each group.
(C) Replication events on DNA fibers visualized by using antibodies against DNA. Upper panel: cells 474 grown in normal medium, lower
panel: cells 474 AU.
(HU), a ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor (Skoog and Discussion
Nordenskjold, 1971). Cells were maintained in the pres-
ence of HU (1 mM) for 21 hr and labeled with BrdU Study of Replication on Individual DNA Molecules
by Tricolor Paintingduring the last 13 hr. This protocol was chosen to pre-
vent labeling of cells that already entered S phase at In order to gain new insights into the regulation of the
replication process in mammalian cells, we studied herethe time of HU addition. As shown in Figure 4B, cells
422 accumulated in S phase, preferentially but not exclu- the dynamics of origin activation in three mutant cell
lines amplified for the AMPD2 locus. We used a tech-sively at early stage, which indicated that individual cells
of the population behave differently in the presence of nique that allowed us to scan an about 200 kb-long
region surrounding the AMPD2 gene on individual DNAHU. Similar results were obtained with cells 471 (not
shown). Analysis of BrdU-labeled DNA on combed fibers fibers. Double labeling of nascent DNA allowed determi-
nation of the direction of fork progression on DNA fibersof the two lines confirmed this heterogeneity. Indeed,
some fibers appeared labeled over hundreds of kb while and hence discrimination between passive forks and
initiation or termination events. In parallel, the region ofothers presented only few kb-long tracks, which makes
it unsuitable to determine the mean rate of fork progres- interest was identified by in situ hybridization with locus-
specific probes (Figures 1B, 2, and 3).sion. We performed FISH experiments with the same
probes as before on HU-treated cells 422 and 471, and By using this tricolor technique, we relocalized
oriGNAI3 some 1.5 kb downstream of the GNAI3 gene,respectively analyzed 43 and 49 fibers exhibiting replica-
tion signal within the locus (Supplemental Figure S2 in good agreement with results previously obtained by
using the 2D gel and competitive PCR techniques (To-on Cell website). In both cell lines, firing at oriGNAI3
decreased drastically upon HU treatment, most initiation ledo et al., 1998; Figure 5). Moreover, we observed recur-
rent firing events throughout the locus at several otherevents taking place at minor (oriB and oriF ) or silent
(oriA, oriC, and oriD ) sites in untreated cells (Table 1). discrete narrow regions and evaluated origin spacing
on individual fibers (Figure 5). The SEM values calcu-Consistently, simultaneous firing of two origins other
than oriGNAI3-oriF was frequently observed (11 out of lated for the position of the different initiation regions
appeared comparable to those calculated for the inter-92 fibers) while it was not detected in untreated cells
(0 out of 63) (Table 2). The observation of comparable nal hybridization gaps separating the probes in lines
422 or 474 and 471 (Table 1). This result strongly sug-responses in cells 422 and 471 again shows that origin
choice does not strongly depend on the structure of the gests that the observed variability reflected experimen-
tal fluctuations rather than scattering of firing eventslocus. Rather, our results establish that deoxynucleotide
availability plays a fundamental role in origin choice and within initiation zones. Moreover, summing the results
of all experiments gives rise to very low SEM valuesorigin spacing in mammalian cells.
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lova et al., 2001), oriGNAI3 also lies in a MAR, the se-
quence of which contains the same types of motifs.
Noticeably, no other MAR has been detected in the
domain encompassing these origins. Thus, all initiation
events take place within regions behaving like MARs,
and all the MARs identified along the approximately 100
kb-long sequenced region coincide with initiation sites.
The involvement of MARs in the control of replication
has long been suggested, but is still a matter of contro-
versy (DePamphilis, 2000). The strict association of initi-Figure 5. OriGNAI3 and Newly Detected Origins Co-Map with AT-
ation sites and MARs in the AMPD2 locus does not implyRich Regions
a functional relationship between replication initiationThe physical map of the sequenced portion of the AMPD2 locus is
presented with genes (dark gray boxes, arrows indicate the direction and anchorage of DNA loops to the nuclear skeleton.
of transcription), AT-rich DNA tracts (open boxes), and replication Indeed, in the Chinese hamster DHFR region, the major
origins (black arrows). Standard errors and distances between the initiation sites do not colocalize with the MAR identified
origins are expressed in kb. For oriGNAI3, the extent and localization in the region (Dijkwel et al., 2002). Thus, it is possible
of the initiation region previously identified by 2D gel (hatched box)
that origin and matrix attachment only share some se-and competitive PCR (light gray box) are indicated above the map.
quence requirements, such as AT richness (Gilbert, 2001).
In mammalian cells, initiation regions analyzed so far
contain AT-rich regions, which suggests that they facili-(Figure 5), which indicates that the number of initiation
tate DNA unwinding and subsequent entry of the replica-events studied here (81, 20, 24, and 34 for oriGNAI3,
tion machinery (DePamphilis, 1996). More recently, itoriC, oriB, and oriA, respectively) is sufficient to give an
has been shown that activation of the Chinese hamsteraccurate mapping of replication origins. This conclusion
DHFR ori at ectopic locations requires an AT-rich ele-is in good agreement with results obtained previously
ment (Altman and Fanning, 2001). Interestingly, a recentby other investigators (Norio and Schildkraut, 2001; Pas-
analysis revealed that this AT-rich motif is functionallyero et al., 2002) and confirms the efficiency of the comb-
important to drive the assembly of the pre-replicationing procedure for long-range analysis of the replication
complex at transgenic ori (E. Fanning, personal com-process.
munication). Altogether, available results suggest thatThe technique also permits the rate of fork progres-
AT-rich sequences recruit proteins involved in replica-sion to be determined by measurement of the length of
tion initiation and, since they are also easily unwound,the labeled tracks. We observed that while replication
they meet two major prerequisites for origin function.forks generally proceed at similar rates along a given
fiber, they travel at very different rates from fiber to fiber
(Figure 4A). FISH analysis indicated that this heteroge- Firing at OriGNAI3 Correlates with Silencing
of Other Origins over a Large Domainneity does not concern different loci only since a similar
level of variability was disclosed within the AMPD2 re- In cell line 422, firing at oriGNAI3 occurred in about 83%
of the fibers that displayed initiation events in the portiongion (compare the green tracks of fibers 9 and 10 shown
in Figure 2B). This indicates that fork speed varies from of the locus lying downstream of GNAI3. The remaining
events took place at two discrete sites called oriB andcell to cell within a cell population and/or from amplicon
to amplicon within a single cell. oriF (Figures 2B and 2C, Table 1). Hence, the locus is
essentially replicated from the prominent oriGNAI3. Only
8% of the total molecules exhibited two initiation events,Initiation Sites Co-Map with Specific DNA
Sequences and/or Structural Features all involving oriGNAI3 and oriF, two sites separated by
approximately 130 kb (Table 2). We found that the globalAltogether, we visualized recurrent initiation events at
seven sites, the relative efficiencies of which appear replication pattern of cell line 471 resembled that of cell
line 422. More specifically, 81% of the initiation eventsdifferent and variable depending on growth conditions
(Table 1). Four of them, oriGNAI3, oriA, oriB, and oriC, occurred at oriGNAI3, which indicates that its efficiency
is affected neither by the rearrangement per se nor bylie in a part of the locus that has been previously se-
quenced and extensively analyzed (Baron et al., 1996; the absence of active transcription across the GNAI3
gene (Figures 3C and 3D, Table 1). In striking contrast,Fernandez et al., 1997). OriA lies about 3 kb upstream
of the GSTM4 gene, while oriB and oriC, respectively, the activity of oriGNAI3 decreased to 24% in cell line
474, while an origin called oriA, separated from oriGNAI3lie some 1.5 kb downstream and 2 kb upstream of the
AMPD2 gene (Figure 5). Thus, oriGNAI3, oriA, oriB, and by about 55 kb, accounts for more than 25% of the
initiation events in these cells (Figures 3A and 3B, TableoriC are nested in intergenic regions, in close proximity
to either the 5 or 3 end of actively transcribed genes. 1). Firing at both oriGNAI3 and oriA on the same mole-
cule was not observed, though the two origins takenStrikingly, oriA, oriB, and oriC each lie within a previously
identified MAR (Figure 5; Fernandez et al., 1997). These together accounted for some 50% of the initiation events
within the locus. In contrast, double events appear on1.5 to 3.5 kb-long MARs, named A, B, and C, have been
identified by two independent in vitro approaches. Anal- those fibers in which oriGNAI3 fails to fire, some of them
involving oriA (Table 2). We conclude that oriGNAI3 isysis of their sequence has revealed several features
considered as typical of anchorage regions, including a prominent origin, the activation of which is correlated
with the silencing of other potential sites within a largehighly AT-rich subregions (70%–90%) (Fernandez et al.,
1997). As previously discussed (Toledo et al., 1998; Svet- domain, oriF being outside this domain (Table 2).
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How can the activation of oriGNAI3 suppress firing vents late origins from firing under conditions of deoxy-
nucleotide starvation induced by HU treatment (Santo-of neighboring origins, including the otherwise efficient
oriA? In S. cerevisiae, passive replication of some origins canale and Diffley, 1998; Shirahige et al., 1998; Kim and
Huberman, 2001). This reduces the number of activeby forks emanating from one that fires first may be re-
sponsible for the observed hierarchy between different origins and in turn the number of forks traveling along
the chromosomes, which allows the cells to cope withorigins (Santocanale et al., 1999; Vujcic et al., 1999). In
this hypothesis, since activation of both oriGNAI3 and deoxynucleotide shortage. However, the results ob-
tained here in mammalian cells are not accounted fororiA was not observed on the same fiber (Figure 3A,
Table 2), oriGNAI3 should fire about 90 min earlier than by this mechanism since silencing of oriGNAI3 is accom-
panied by an increase in the density of active origins,oriA in cells 474 grown under conditions of unbalanced
nucleotide pools (55 kb at a mean rate of 622 bp/min). both within the locus (Table 2) and the in the whole
genome. Alternatively, the size of nucleotide pool mayThis is not supported by the fact that coactivation of
oriGNAI3 and oriF, as well as oriA and oriF, were each play a crucial role in origin definition before S phase
entry. Indeed, an ODP taking place in G1 has been re-observed three times in nucleotide-starved cells (Table
2), which suggests that all three origins fire more or less ported (Wu and Gilbert, 1996; Okuno et al., 2001). A
recent work demonstrates that ODP is a global eventat the same time. Thus, coactivation of both oriGNAI3
and oriA on the same fiber is blocked by a mechanism that determines overall interorigin distances and origin
density (Li et al., 2003). Thus, shortage of nucleotidethat remains to be elucidated.
supply might affect ODP. Whether the nucleotide pools
are sensed in G1 and when origins are committed toOrigin Choice Relies on Nucleotide Pools
become active remains to be further investigated.and/or Replication Rate
Strikingly, we observed that the average replication fork
speed in cells 474 was more than two times lower than Interference between Two Copies of the Same
in the other two lines (Figure 4A). We reasoned that since Origin Occurs in Mammalian Cells
the selection of mutants amplified for AMPD2 relied on The palindromic organization of the amplified copies in
unbalanced nucleotide pools (Debatisse et al., 1982), cell lines 471 and 474 (Hyrien et al., 1988) offered us
abnormal pools of DNA precursors may persist in cells the opportunity to analyze the pattern of initiation of
474. Indeed, it has been established that the availability duplicated copies of the same origin on the same fiber.
of precursors strongly affects both ongoing DNA replica- For example, we show here that initiation occurs at only
tion (Collins, 1978; Malinsky et al., 2001; Angus et al., one of two copies of oriGNAI3 lying about 10–12 kb from
2002) and the onset of S phase (Koc et al., 2003). When each other (Figure 3A). Similar relationships between
cells 474 were grown in medium supplemented with two identical and close origins have been previously
AU, fork speed increased up to that found in the cells observed in yeast cells (Brewer and Fangman, 1994;
of other lines (Figure 4A). Under these conditions, the Marahrens and Stillman, 1994). Since this phenomenon
frequency of initiation events at oriA decreases mark- does not result from a defective assembly of the pre-
edly while the prominent activity of oriGNAI3 is restored RC at one of them (Santocanale and Diffley, 1996), it
(Supplemental Figure S1 on Cell website; Table 1). Con- was proposed that identical origins may fire at slightly
versely, when cells of line 422 and 471 were challenged different times, leading to passive replication of one of
with HU, most initiation events occurred at the other them by forks emanating from the other one.
discrete sites identified throughout the locus while the However, firing of two copies of the same origin on
activity of oriGNAI3 decreased drastically (Supplemen- each arm of the palindrome was prevented even when
tal Figure S2 on Cell website, Table 1). We conclude they were positioned far from each other. For example,
that the size of the nucleotide pools regulates fork pro- a strong bias against initiation of both copies of oriA
gression rate and controls the choice and firing effi- was found in cells 474 grown in normal medium, even
ciency of some origins. though they are separated by about 120 kb. Considering
the mean rate of fork progression, it would take more
Length of S Phase Relies both on Origin Spacing than 3 hr for forks coming from one copy of oriA to
and Fork Progression Rate reach the other one. Thus, interference between two
S phase duration (Figure 4B) and doubling time (not such origins cannot be simply accounted for by slight
shown) are similar in cells 422, 471, and 474 grown in differences in their activation timing. Whether some fea-
regular or AU-containing media, suggesting that cells ture specific to the organization of the palindromic se-
474 readily adapt to an unbalanced nucleotide supply quences is involved in such long distance crosstalk is
and low replication rate. Here, we show that the density unknown.
of active replication origins is comparable in cells 471
and 474 grown in AU, while it increases by more than Experimental Procedures
two times in the whole genome and within the AMPD2
locus in cells 474 grown in regular medium (Figure 4C). Cell Culture and Cell Cycle Analysis
Cell lines 422, 471, and 474 were isolated from Chinese hamsterThus, reduced interorigin distances compensate for the
lung fibroblast GMA32 cells. Growth conditions and medium wereslow rate of fork progression.
previously described (Debatisse et al., 1982). For replication studies,The reversible modulation of the relative efficiency
cells were plated in normal medium at a density of 4  105 cells per
of oriGNAI3 and other origins by the nucleotide pools 10 cm diameter dish. In some experiments performed with cells
suggests that a checkpoint may be involved. Indeed, in 474 (see text for details), normal medium was supplemented with
adenine (50M) and uridine (50M). Two days later, cells were pulsebudding and fission yeast, an intra-S checkpoint pre-
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